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Gundam 00 season 3 2019

If you think you've last seen the Mobile Suit Gundam 00, then you should know you were wrong. Not so long ago, new reports from Japan went live, and they showed fans that the popular series was getting a rather surprising next project. In Tokyo, the Gundam 00 Festival 10 Re:vision went down, and
fans learned about the new anime project. Mobile Suit Gundam 00 will receive a new project that director Seiji Mizushima is said to be overseeing. Reports from Animate's Ikebukuro branch stated that the project would be a direct follow-up, but the event itself did not say whether the project would be a
show or film (via ANN). If you are not updated on Mobile Suit Gundam 00, then you should know it marks an important change in the mecha franchise. The anime was the first Gundam series to be produced and shown in high definition. The Mobile Suit Gundam 00 debuted again in 2007 before it returned
for a second season in 2008. The anime came to the U.S. in 2008 thanks to Bandai Entertainment, and it aired on cable thanks to SyFy.There are over a dozen Mobile Suit Gundam series at this time, but fans seem to be particularly attached to the Mobile Suit Gundam 00. The anime is set in 2307 and
follows humanity as stars. After the Earth loses fossil fuels, humanity gathers into three factions and tries to find new energy for itself. The power-hungry factions start war on resources, forcing a group called Celestial Beings to band together and preventing the escalation with four large mobile clothes
called Gundams.If you want to learn more about anime, you can get both seasons on Blu-ray or DVD now. The official summary for mobile suit Gundam 00 can be read below: The year is 2307 AD. While Earth's fossil fuel reserves have dried up, humanity has obtained an almost infinite new energy



source to replace them, in the form of large-scale solar power generation systems based on three giant orbital elevators. However, the benefits of this system are only available to a handful of major powers and their allies. These orbital lifts belong to three superpower blocs: the Alliance, a coalition of free
states led by the United States; The Federation for Human Reform, a socialist group led by China, Russia and India; and the AEU, a parliamentary organization led by continental European nations.10 Many of these federations continue to play a big game not synthesized because of their own prestige
and prosperity. Therefore, even in the 24th century, mankind has not yet united as one. In this relentless world of conflict, a private armed organization steps forward, declaring its intention to eliminate war through military force. Use the power of their mobile map in a combat way, a series of four high-
performance machines called Gundam, semi-military known as Celestial Being there was a period when the world began armed intervention in all countries of the world. Do you see this upcoming next section? Let me know in the comments or hit me up @MeganPetersCB Twitter and talk everything
comic, k-pop, and anime! Mobile Suit Gundam 00Japanese DVD cover of Mobile Suit Gundam 00 Volume 1機動戦⼠ガンダシ00(Kidō Senshi Gandamu Daburu Ō)GenreMecha Anime television seriesDirected bySeiji MizushimaWritten byYōsuke KurodaMusic byKenji KawaiStudioSunris C31
MelbournePH TV5US Syfy Origin runs October 6, 2007 - March 29, 2009Episodes50 (Episode List) GameMobile Suit Gundam 00: Gundam MeistersDeveloperYuke'sPlatformPlayStation 2ReleasedOctober 16, 2008 Original video animationMobile Suit Gundam 00: Special EditionDirected bySeiji
MizushimaWritten byYōsuke KurodaStudioSunriseLicensed byNA SunriseReleased October 27, 2009 – February 23, 2010Episodes3 Related Mobile Suit Gundam 00 (video game) A Wakening of the Trailblazer (film) Anime and manga portal Mobile Suit Gundam 00 (機動戦⼠ガンダ シ00(ダシルシー),
Kidō Senshi Gandamu Daburu Ō, Mobile Suit Gundam Double-O) , the eleventh season of sunrise's long-running gundam series[1] consists of two seasons. The film is set in the future earth and focuses on the exploits of the fictional semi-military organization Celestial Being and its efforts to escape the
world of war and conflict with a series of unique and extremely advanced mecha mobile suit called Gundams. It was directed by Seiji Mizushima and written by Yōsuke Kuroda, and has character designs by Yun Kōga. The 25-episode season was officially announced by Sunrise in a 15-second trailer on
June 2, 2007. [3] The series aired on Mainichi Broadcasting System and Tokyo Broadcasting System from October 5, 2007 to March 29, 2008. The second season began on October 5, 2008 and ended on March 29, 2009. A follow-up to the film, Titled Mobile Suit Gundam 00 the Movie: A Wakening of the
Trailblazer, it premiered in Japan on September 18, 2010 and was released on DVD and Blu-ray on December 25, 2010 in Japan. [5] Plot Details: List of Mobile Suit Gundam 00 characters and Mobile Suit Gundam 00 episodes Season 1 Series set in 2307 AD. [6] Due to the depletion of fossil fuels,
humanity had to look for a new source of energy. The power is found in the form of multiple Dyson rings (large arrays of solar collectifier) orbiting the Earth, and is supported by three orbital lifts, each serving one of the above three energy masses alliance (Solar Alliance and Free control of the Americas,
Australia, New Zealand and Japan; Human Reform Alliance (Chinese-Japanese: 中類⾰新連盟; Romaji: jinrui kakushin renmei; Secret: rénlèi géxīn liánméng), which controls almost the entire Asian continent alongside the Middle East along with most of Oceania; and the AEU (Advanced European
Union), which controls mainland Europe as well as many islands in the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans. Countries that once relied economically on the sale of fossil fuels have fallen into poverty. Some even believe that solar threatens God's promised land, leading to a 20-year solar war. This chaos led
to the establishment of a private military organization, called Celestial Being (ソレスタルビーイング, Soresutaru Bīingu?), which specialized in eradicating war and unsusing humanity through the use of four advanced machines called Gundams. [3] The Mobile Suit Gundam 00 follows four mobile-suited
pilots known as Gundam Meisters (ガンダシマイスター, Gandamu Maisutā), on the side of Celestial Being. The protagonist is Setsuna F. Seiei, 16, a Gundam pilot who grew up in the war-torn Krugis Republic somewhere in the Middle East. [9] Unable to resist the superior technology of Celestial Being,
the last three major powers united into the United Nations Army to counter the armed interventions of Celestial Being. [10] Against Gundams, the United Nations Army used laguna Harvey's help. Harvey, a Celestial Being intelligence agent who became a traitor, provided them with 30 GN-X, mobile suit
equipped with fake GN drives. When the United Nations resisted the intervention of Celestial Being, a second group of Gundams, called Team Trinity, appeared and assisted in the eradication of the Meisters' war, albeit in a much more ruthless and cold-blooded way. Alejandro Corner, a former Celestial
Being observation, who plans to use the chaos and destruction created by Celestial Being to rule a rebuilt world, then take over Veda, Celestial Being's super-computer that is believed to be located on the moon somewhere. Without tactical assistance from the organization's artificial intelligence, Celestial
Being is easily overwhelmed and overwhelmed by GN-X units and their superior numbers. The United Nations began Operation Fallen Angels to destroy gundams, having discovered the location of meisters' mother ship, Ptolemy. During the campaign, Ali Al-Saachez killed Lockon Stratos after a climax
battle (Lockon Statos had just been wounded in an earlier battle). Alejandro Corner, in his unique custom mobile armor Alvatore, attacks Setsuna as GN-X units proceed to destroy gundams left. Setsuna struggles with the bizarre Alvatore, but eventually succeeds in killing Alejandro. Graham Aker, a U.N.
Army ace who then challenged Setsuna to fight, sought revenge for his fallen comrades and questioned the purpose of Gundams' existence. The war resulted in the destruction of the GN-Flag, while Exia was badly damaged. Season 2 Four years have passed since the last battle between Celestial Being
and the United Nations Forces. Humanity, which formed the Earth Federation, formed an independent peacekeeping force, A-Laws, separate from and above the official Federal army. With the decision not to be coerced, A-Laws have the task of further united nations, enforcing the will of humanity and
throwing away terrorist cells. However, the public is unaware that A-Laws abuse their power and use in humanity tactics to suppress freedoms, doctrines and ideologies, all in the name of 'unity'. Meanwhile, Setsuna attempts to confront A-Laws on her own with her battered Gundam Exia, but is easily
outsdriven by their newer models. He was quickly rescued by Tieria Erde, driving his new mobile suit, Seravee Gundam. By combining GN Drives of Exia and 0 Gundam, Celestial Being engineers managed to complete Aeolia's plan for an advanced mobile suit with two GN drives - 00 Gundam - entrusted
to Setsuna. To control the other two new units, Lockon Stratos' twin brother was invited to take on his brother's code name and former position as Cherudim Gundam's pilot, and after Allelujah Haptism was rescued from the prison in which he was being held during that time, he took command of Arios
Gundam. Saji Crossroad reclutantly joins Setsuna to pilot the Raiser 00 upgrade and confront his girlfriend Louise Halevy who has joined A-Laws. Unknown to Celestial Being and A-Laws, a third party is manipulating both sides of the conflict. The group calls itself the House of Innovation, including former
assistants of Alejandro Corner, Ribbons Almark, and six of his ers. It was later revealed that Aeolia Schenberg's plan was to ensure the survival of mankind; unite the factions of the world through the armed intervention of Celestial Being and then promote humanity into deep space and undergo Doi
Innovation, a trans-human process. After discovering the truth about the Ribbons' true intentions, Celestial Being joins forces with the prejudiced members of the A-Laws to stop their oppression and bring the fight to Innovades. Constantly in contact with the fully completed GN particles of Gundam 00,
Setsuna undergoes Innovation, becoming the first true Home Innovation with much greater power than the Ribbons and his team. The conflict ends in a final showdown between ribbons and with emerging victories later. After the final battle, the League disbanded and work towards better global peace
while Celestial Being back into darkness until another intervention is needed. The story continues in Mobile Suit Gundam 00 the Movie: A Wakening of the Trailblazer. Character design produced for Setsuna F. Seiei by Yun Kōga Development Theo Hiroomi Iketani, one of the producers of Gundam 00,
plans for the series to begin in 2005, under the scheduled name Next. [11] Iketani approached Seiji Mizushima, who had previously worked on the first Fullmetal Alchemist anime series, for the first time in late 2005 to direct. Mizushima was initially reluctant to accept the job due to a lack of knowledge of
the Gundam franchise. Production staff, including more than 300 people, spent about two years planning the series. [11] Compared to other anime shows, Gundam 00 has more main staff, partly due to its detailed mobile suit design. The series was released on October 6, 2007, replacing Toward the
Terra on the MBS and TBS networks on the ground, occupying the network's recorded Saturday 6:00 p.m. time frame. [12] The first season ended on March 29, 2008. The first part of the series will be re-broadcast across Japan on various television networks such as TBS, Kids Station, MBS and BS-i
from April onwards. [13] Season two began airing in MBS and TBS Sunday slots at 5:00 pm as of October 5, 2008, replacing Code Geass R2. A total of fourteen DVD collections were released. [15] The final DVD of season one contained a bizarre trailer for the second season. With the voices of four
Meisters, the trailer illuminates many of the original ideas for the show, fan theory and anime clichés before leading to a special message from Mizushima and a preview of 00 Gundam. The Blu-ray disc collection was confirmed, with the first and second volumes released on August 22, 2008. [16] A series
of films combined with new animation scenes and re-recorded dialogue, 200 2000 Mobile Suit Gundam 00 Special Edition, were also released. The first episode was released in Japan on October 27, 2009 on DVD, Blu-ray Disc and UMD. [17] While the first synthetic film included the first season, the
other two included the second. The north American release of Mobile Suit Gundam 00 was announced by Bandai Entertainment at New York Comic Con 2008 on April 18, 2008. Mobile Suit Gundam 00 was the first Gundam series to air on national television in the United States since Mobile Suit Gundam
SEED and began airing twice a week on November 24, 2008 on SCI FI (now SyFy). [19] The first season ended on February 9, 2009. The second season also aired on the same network and period on June 29, 2009 and ended on September 21, 2009. Due to the closure Bandai Entertainment, series the
movie has run out of print. On October 11, 2014 at their 2014 New York Comic-Con panel, Sunrise announced it would release all Gundam franchises, including Gundam 00 in North America despite distribution from Right Stuf Inc., beginning in spring 2015. [20] This will also include a Mobile Suit Gundam
00 Special Edition that has not been previously released. [21] The English version of Mobile Suit Gundam 00 premiered in the Philippines on November 20, 2010 on Cartoon Network Philippines and aired on weekend nights as part of the Toonami block. Since the series aired one early evening, a
parental guidance warning has been displayed by the network before each episode due to its violent nature and it has been broadcast with minor edits. The PG letters are also displayed in the upper left of the screen for a few seconds after the credits open and break the trade. In Europe, the film is
licensed by Beez Entertainment. Music See also: List of Mobile Suit Gundam 00 albums The series' music was composed by Kenji Kawai. Four television soundtracks were released, the first on January 10, 2008, the second on March 26, 2008,[22] the third on December 24, 2008, and the fourth on April
1, 2009. Kawai went on to make music in the film's film, and the soundtrack was released on September 22, 2010. A series of character CDs have been published; with the first song, in collaboration with Setsuna F Seiei and the voice actor of mamoru character Miyano, with a song written by the band
Skoop On Somebody, which will be released on August 13, 2008. [24] [unreliable source?] The second entry of the character CD series, with Lockon Stratos and voice actor Shinichiro Miki, was released on September 24, 2008. The music for the second character CD was made in collaboration with Eijun
Suganami and Shinji Matsuda, members of The Back Horn. [25] [unreliable source?] Media Main article: List of Mobile Suit Gundam 00 media Publications A novel version of Mobile Suit Gundam 00 has been published by Kadokawa, which is currently running with two episodes and is the author of
Noboru Kimura. [26] The book was licensed by Bandai Entertainment and the first episode was released on December 29, 2009. [27] The manga was licensed and released in the United States on August 24, 2009. [28] A series of light novels, Mobile Suit Gundam 00P, were published on Dengeki Hobby
and revolved around the previous generation of Gundam Meisters. Like the anime, it is also divided into 2 seasons: The first season is set 15 years before the anime series, while the second season is set 10 years after season one. 00P features events that happened before the main story. It was written
by Tomohiro Chiba, with modeling instructions from Dengeki Hobby Magazine. The first episode of the story was released in May 2008 by Dengeki Hobby. [30] After the series ended, a follow-up called Mobile Suit Gundam 00N was turned on same time as season one. A graphic novel with variations of
the existing mobile suit, Mobile Suit Gundam 00V, published on Hobby Japan, is told in the format of a history book developing mobile suits published 20 years after the anime series, which has photo guides of custom models. [29] It revolves around Mobile Suit observation Robert Spacey and his
encounter with various mobile weapons in the Gundam 00 universe. A follow-up titled Mobile Suit Gundam 00V Senki replaced the 00V after its serialization ended. The timeline of 00V occurs from the end of season one to the beginning of the second season, and the timeline of 00V Senki is after the end
of the second season. The manga Four TV airs based on the manga series that exists to date. A post posted on Kerokero Ace and drawn by Ohmori Kouzoh. Minor changes are present compared to anime, such as the use of more visually humorous facial expressions, and the omission of certain
characters and sub-storylines. The first episode of this version was released on March 26, 2008 by Kadokawa Comics. [31] It was released in English in North America by Bandai Entertainment,[32] with the first episode released on September 23, 2009. [33] Another manga series of the same name is
based on the television series, and is drawn by Auto Taguchi. [34] Unlike the first manga series, the title was published by Kodansha. The two manga series basically follow the same story as the main storyline of the anime, but differ in the sequence of events taking place and in the artistic style. A story
alongside the manga titled Mobile Suit Gundam 00F was posted on Gundam Ace. Illustrated by Kōichi Tokita, the manga focuses on Fereshte, an autonomy branch of Celestial Being that also owns several previous generation Gundams. The series serves as a link to the main story with the other two
stories and introduces characters and mechas from other publications. [29] The first episode of the title was released on March 26, 2008 by Kadokawa Comics. [35] A 00F follow-up, called Mobile Suit Gundam 00I, was posted on Gundam Ace after 00F. It is also illustrated by Kōichi Tokita and takes place
at the same time as the second season. It mainly focuses on Innovades, and several characters from 00F have appeared. Another manga series based on the anime, Mobile Suit Gundam 00: Aoi Kioku, runs monthly on Kadokawa's Gundam Ace. The series focuses on the memory of Gundam Meisters
and is illustrated by Tarō Shiguma. [36] A prelude to the film (drawn by Yun Kouga), where the sky and earth meet, where Setsuna and Marina... The two stick together only by their spirit, divided by the sky and earth, published in Newtype in July 2010. [37] This was followed by a 50-page manga version
of the film by Kaishaku, published in Gundam Ace. October 2010. This adaptation contains notable differences the film, such as an alternative ending, in which Setsuna uses her ELS powers to restore Marina's youth and marry her. Originally published as Mobile Suit Gundam 00 the Movie: A Wakening of
the Trailblazer A theatrical release was announced at the end of episode 25 of season 2, titled Mobile Suit Gundam 00 the Movie: A Wakening of the Trailblazer A newly revealed character is the first to be officially recognized as the True Innovation House, named Descartes Shaman. [38] A new enemy
appears to be a newly discovered form of alien life, alienterrestrial Livingmetal Shapeshifter (ELS). The Japanese premiere was announced on September 18, 2010. [39] That year was 2314, two years after the last great battle of Celestial Being and the world faced a new crisis. An abandoned Jupiter
probe, abandoned 130 years ago, has left its orbit and is approaching Earth. ESF has also begun harnessing the power of innovators through Descartes Shaman. The world's exposure to GN particles has led to many people awakening as real innovations. Recognizing the military interests of such
individuals, the Earth Globe Federation has begun to study Innovation and harness the abilities of emerging innovations. Bandai Entertainment hosted the film's North American premiere at the New York Comic Con/New York Anime Festival. [40] They later announced a license for the film. [41] It was
announced on September 13 that Singapore would be the first country to screen Gundam 00 with English subtitles on the same day as Japan, which took place from September 18 to September 29 at the Alliance Francaise Theatre[42] the film was released as a DVD &amp; Blu-ray on December 25,
2010 in Japan. [4] The A stage play adaptation of the anime series Mobile Suit Gundam 00 Re:Build (機動戦⼠ガンダシ00 -破壊によ⼤再⽣-Re:Build, Kidō Senshi Gandamu Daburu Ō - Hakai ni Yoru Saisei - Rī Birudo) premiered at Nippon Seinenkan in Tokyo on February 15, 2019 and lasted until
February 18 before moving to Morinomiya Piloti Hall in Osaka on February 23-24. [44] The play starred Shohei Hashimoto as Setsuna F. Seiei, Yū Imari as Lockon Stratos, Taiyō Ayukawa as Allelujah Haptism, and Seiichirō Nagata as Tieria Erde. Gundam 00 Re:Build will be released on DVD and Blu-
ray on July 26, 2019. [46] A theatrical play adaptation of the second season of the anime series, titled Mobile Suit Gundam 00 -Hakai ni Yoru Saisei- Re:(in)novation, will premiere at the New National Theatre in Tokyo from July 17, 2020 and will run until July 26. The cast includes Shohei Hashimoto, Yū
Imari, Taiyō Ayukawa, and Nagata Seiichirō, all of which re-portrayed their roles from the first film film. Yuki Maekawa as Saji Crossroads, Sakiho as Louise Halevy, and Yuichi Nakamura as Mister Bushido. Kodai Miyagi replaced Yusuke Seto as Patrick Colasour. And many others returned Members. [47]
The video game A 3D action game based on the anime titled Mobile Suit Gundam 00, released by Namco Bandai Games and produced by BEC for the Nintendo DS, was released on March 27, 2008. The game follows the anime's storyline with minor variations, but lacks the advent of GN-X, ending with
the entrance and introducing Team Trinity instead. [48] A second video game, titled Mobile Suit Gundam 00: Gundam Meisters and developed by Yuke's for the PlayStation 2, was released on October 16, 2008 by Capcom and released by Bandai (now Namco Bandai Games). [49] [unreliable source?]
[51] Unlike the first Nintendo DS game, the Mobile Suit Gundam 00: Gundam Meisters covers the plot of the first season entirely, albeit with slight deviations. [52] [unreliable source?] The first season of Gundam 00 was also included in Another Century's Episode Portable game and also in Super Robot
Wars Z ~Hakai Hen~. However, the second season was included in SD Gundam G Generation World. The plot of the film was transformed into Super Robot Wars UX and later Super Robot Wars V. Dynasty Warriors: Gundam 3, published by Namco Bandai Games, which also starred Gundam 00
characters. CD Main article: Mobile suit gundam list 00 albums A pre-drama CD titled Mobile Suit Gundam 00 Another Story: Mission-2306 was released on July 23, 2008. [53] [unreliable source?] In this drama CD, Setsuna F Seiei is tasked with preventing the assassination of Barry Halevy, the leader of
a group that oversees fossil fuel export regulations, and protects her daughter, Louise Halevy from terrorist organizations. [54] A second drama CD, Mobile Suit Gundam 00 Another Story: Road To 2307, was announced and is currently scheduled for release on September 24, 2008. This drama cd will
focus on Meisters, as well as the Story of the Union. [55] [unreliable source?] Unlike the first pre-story CD movie, the second film will have a much more serious tone, with stories linking to the original drama. [56] [unreliable source?] A series of character CDs based on the concept is a message for
characters from the cast members who play them to be released, starting with Setsuna on August 13, 2008. [57] [unreliable source?] Three original soundtracks and five singles, with theme songs used throughout the first season, were also released. Critical reception After a sneak preview of Gundam 00
september 1, 2007, Anime News Network commented on the striking similarities between the series and a pre-production, Mobile Suit Gundam Wing (1995): Like gundam wing, the main story of Gundam 00 begins with super-powerful Gundam units appearing in super-powerful Gundam units appearing at
the various means to perform level mayhem slightly less than Dynasty-Warriors during the synchronized stages of a semi-military operation. [5] Later on October 21, 2007, Carl Kimlinger of Anime News Network Network that its political taste ... it is clear that after 9/11, note the political and cultural
similarities between the series and our modern society. [58] Critics praised the film for its smooth, detailed animation and animation effects. For production values, they are top notch: mecha and character design are compelling, and the fights - especially the opening chase scene - are fluid and composed
with an eye for maximum impact. — Carl Kimlinger, Anime News Network[58] After the end of the first season, Gundam 00 received critical acclaim. Carl Kimlinger of Anime News Network gave it a B+ rating for its first season, praising the second half of the season for its unstoppable narrative dynamics.
He says its sheer momentum is spectacular, and even coldly detached as the series, the catastrophic fate in store for its cast makes for compelling viewing, and concludes that being swept into the second half coalescing, the sudden drop-off at the end only raises a raging thirst for season two. [59] Chris
Beveridge of Mania.com for the first season of Point B, stated that this part of the series is coming to an end, the events are bigger than before and no one is safe from change – or death. He concluded that the pinnacle of this season doesn't give me everything I like from a Gundam series when it tries to
change the world and then throws you for a loop by moving everything forward four years. [60] Ross Liversidge of the UK Anime Network gave the first season a score of 9/10, construing that it was everything Gundam should have – huge cast, lots of politics and big battles. Fans should be pleased. [61]
Mamoru Miyano, the voice actor for Setsuna F Seiei, won the Best Voice Actor award at the 2008 Tokyo International Anime Fair. [62] Miyano and Tieria Erde's voice actor, Hiroshi Kamiya, both won Best Protagonist and Best Supporting Actor at the 2008 Seiyu Awards. [63] In the United Kingdom,
Gundam 00 was nominated for the 2009 NEO Award for Best Anime. [64] Popular while critically acclaimed, the first season of Gundam 00 had a lower average viewer 00 than its predecessors Mobile Suit Gundam SEED and Mobile Suit Gundam SEED Destiny. In 25 episodes aired, it reached an
average tv viewer 4.85% and reached a peak of 6.1%. On a more positive note, the average rating of Gundam 00 is higher than that of previous Gundam programs set in alternative universes such as the Gundam Wing (average 4.3%) and G Gundam (average 4.1%).[ 65] Viewer ratings for the second
season of Gundam 00 have improved, achieving ratings as high as 6.3%. [to quote] The film was also a commercial success, with DVDs showing consistently high sales figures. Third and third DVD releases topped the anime DVD sales chart. [67] In a top 20 anime poll published in April 2008, 2008
Newtype, the Japanese reader who voted Gundam 00 as the best anime, was higher than its predecessor Gundam SEED, which was voted ninth. In Newtype's poll of the top 10 male anime characters, Setsuna F Seiei was voted second, Tieria Erde third, Lockon Stratos fifth, Graham Aker sixth and
Allelujah Haptism in seventh place; and in the poll for the top ten female anime characters, Nena Trinity was voted eighth and Marina Ismail was voted tenth. [68] In NHK's All Gundam Poll 2018, Mobile Suit Gundam 00 was the fourth best anime in the Gundam franchise, behind only Mobile Suit Gundam,
Mobile Suit Zeta Gundam and Mobile Suit Gundam SEED in 1979. NHK reported that there were a total of 1,740,280 votes cast in the poll. [70] Future On April 14, 2018, the Tokyo-based Gundam 00 Festival 10 Re:vision announced that director Seiji Mizushima would be working on a gundam 00 anime
follow-up. [21] Reference ^ a 5 c 機動戦⼠ガンダシ00 [ダシルシー]. Mobile Suit Gundam 00 official website (in Japanese). Sunrise. Retrieved May 3, 2007. ^ a 1 MOON PHASE (in Japanese). May 2, 2007. Retrieved May 3, 2007. ^ a 5 c Mobile Suit Gundam 00 TV Series announced for October. Anime
News Network. May 2, 2007. Retrieved May 3, 2007. ^ a 1 新着情報-NEWS-|劇場版機動戦⼠ガンダシ00[ダシルシー] Sunrise-anime.jp. Archived from the original on March 28, 2010. Retrieved May 25, 2013. ^ a 1 Mobile Suit Gundam 00 Preview Screening. Anime News Network. October 6, 2007.
Retrieved October 7, 2007. ^ Mobile Suit Gundam 00: Introduction. Bandai Entertainment. Archived from the original on March 6, 2010. Retrieved November 11, 2009. ^ STORY 機動戦⼠ガンダシ00 [ダシルシー]. Mobile Suit Gundam 00 official website (in Japanese). Sunrise. Archived from the original on
October 11, 2007. Retrieved May 3, 2007. ^ Newtype Magazine, July 2007 ^ Gundam Double 0 Mobile Suits Revealed. Famitsu. June 14, 2007. Retrieved June 14, 2007. ^ STORY |機動戦⼠ガンダシ00 [ダシルシー] Episode 20. Mobile Suit Gundam 00 official website (in Japanese). Sunrise. Archived
from the original on July 14, 2008. Retrieved November 11, 2015. ^ a 1 00 Production information. Gunota. October 10, 2007. Retrieved March 23, 2008. ^ Japan's TBS Confirms Anime's Move from Saturday, 6 p.m. – Anime News Network. animenewsnetwork.com. Retrieved March 27, 2018. ^
Information play back. Mobile Suit Gundam 00 official website (in Japanese). Sunrise. Archived from the original on April 14, 2008. Retrieved June 8, 2008. ^ Mobile Suit Gundam 00 Products. Mobile Suit Gundam 00 official website (in Japanese). Sunrise. Archived from the original on January 13, 2009.
Retrieved November 12, 2015. ^ Mobile Gundam 00 DVD 7. Sunrise. March 22, 2008. Retrieved March 22, 2008. ^ Official Mobile Suit Gundam 00 (in Japanese). Sunrise. Archived from the original on March 27, 2008. Retrieved March 22, 2008. Gundam 00 Special Edition to Ship in Japan in October –
Anime News Network. Anime News Network. Retrieved October 10, 2009. ^ Bandai Entertainment Gets Gundam 00 TV Anime. Anime News Network. April 18, 2008. Retrieved April 18, 2008. Bandai Entertainment to Bring Gundam 00 to the U.S. (PDF). Bandai Entertainment. 2008-04-18. Archived from
original (PDF) on August 27, 2008. Retrieved June 25, 2008. ^ Sunrise Partners with Right Stuf to Release Gundam Franchise Stateside. Anime News Network. 2014-10-11. Retrieved October 12, 2014. 5 Hodgkins, Crystalyn (April 15, 2018). Gundam 00 Anime Gets Project next season. Anime News
Network. Retrieved June 25, 2019. ^ Products. Mobile Suit Gundam 00 official website (in Japanese). Sunrise. Archived from the original on October 11, 2007. Retrieved July 29, 2007. ^ キャラクターCD第1弾!マカサレテ!マカサレテ!. Sunrise. May 27, 2008. Archived from the original on October 16,
2008. Retrieved June 25, 2008. ^ Gundam 00 Voice Actor Single series. Gunota Title. May 27, 2008. Gundam 00 Voice Actor Single #2. Gunota Title. May 27, 2008. ^ Kadokawa Shoten. Kadokawa. June 1, 2008. Retrieved June 27, 2008. Gundam 00 Lite Novel 1: Noboru Kimura: 9781604961898:
Amazon.com: Books. Amazon.com. Retrieved May 25, 2013. ^ Gundam 00 Manga Volume 1: Kozo Omori: 9781604961782: Amazon.com: Books. Amazon.com. Retrieved May 25, 2013. ^ a 5 c Mobile Suit Gundam 00P Vol. 1. Visited October 5, 2009. ^ Gundam 00P Vol.1 mobile suit. Retrieved June 4,
2008. ^ 機動戦⼠ガンダシ00 (1): シミック&amp;アシメ: ⼤森倖三 [Mobile Suit Gundam 00 (1): Comics &amp; Anime: Kouzoh Ohmori) (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Retrieved October 5, 2009. ^ Gundam 00 Manga Coming to North America!. Bandai Entertainment. February 10, 2008. Archived from
the original on April 30, 2009. Retrieved October 5, 2009. Gundam 00 Manga Volume 1 (9781604961782): Kozo Omori: Book. Amazon.co.jp. Retrieved October 5, 2009. ^ Kodansha. Retrieved March 27, 2008. ^ Gundam 00F Vol.1 mobile suit. Retrieved March 27, 2008. ^ New Gundam 00 Manga
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